
Technology and benefits

Of f ice furniture



Interiors for the living area of the off ice

We know what we’re doing

We could list lots of reasons why we in particular are so 

well-versed at what we do. One of them is: we’ve seen a lot 

in the more than 140 years we’ve been a company, so much 

that we stick with the things of which we’re convinced are 

successful. We have always worked to combine ergonomics, 

innovative production processes and ecology. 

Modern ways of working

The work environment is changing at a rapid pace. Trends 

such as demographic change require a rethinking of the way 

work is organised. But this also means that an office has to  

be designed to meet a variety of needs if it is to be used by  

all on an equal footing, including older people and people 

with a disabilities. Our products should also bring sustainable 

change to everyday office life and make a lasting contribution 

towards improving well-being in the workplace.
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attention table programme

Characteristics

Work and well-being – the attention table system offers 

excellent conditions for this dream combination. This begins 

with the elegant and light design that attracts admiring 

glances. Three frame versions, a large number of table top 

shapes and beneficial ergonomics options predestine 

attention for virtually any application in the office – whether 

as a coveted single workstation, for small teams or for 

meetings.
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Specification Benefits

Frame
> Double support beam of functional profiles with low height
> Thin and floating desktop with bolted support beams
> Innovative clamp with A- and 4-leg for attachment of the leg frames

> Combining utmost stability with optimal ergonomics
> Elegant design and lightweight look
> Permits quick, simple and non-wearing assembly and reconfiguration

Leg frames
> Die-cast aluminium A-leg 720-760 mm
> 4-leg made of mitre-welded rectangular profile 650-850 mm, adjustable  
 without tools
> T-leg consisting of column and foot support and trim made of die-cast 
 aluminium 650-850 mm, adjustable without tools, and 650-1250 mm 
 with motorised adjustment

> Ergonomics and design perfectly combined
> Usable in a variety of applications
> High quality without visible welded seams
> Homogeneous design, featuring easy-to-operate height adjustment with scale
> Quick and easy adjustment of individual working height
> Subsequent retrofitting of tool-less HA to motorised HA possible

Desktop
> Wide range of table top shapes for desks and meeting tables
> Conference table with motorised height adjustment
> Returntable with motorised height adjustment as add-on-element

> Realisation of a very wide range of customer requirements
> Ergonomic conferencing
> Considerably shorter meetings thanks to changing posture

Electrical connection
> Cable channel folds down forwards and backwards
> Version with sliding top
> Round and edged grommets
> Cable chains and cable covers for vertical cable management

> Quick and easy cabling of workstations
> Optimal storage space for electrical connection
> Disorder due to cable infeeds or spare cables is prevented

Desk adaptations
> 3rd level adapter for function bridge, screen element, monitor holder
> Attachment possible across the entire width of the table or desk
> PC/printer shelf, modesty panels
> Lockable drawer

> Individual fitting of the workstation
> High degree of positioning flexibility
> Fully reversible
> Safe stowage of tablets or smartphones

attention table programme
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get together table programme

Characteristics

The get together bench system is suitable for modern ways of 

working as well as for permanent workplaces – no matter in 

what area or in which global location of your business you  

need versatile capacities. Whether efficient use of space or 

encouragement of collaboration: the sophisticated concept of 

get together stands for the open space competence of Sedus. 

Concentrated work or working together, open exchange or 

privacy: get together simply meets all the requirements of a 

table.
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Specification Benefits

Frame
> Easy-to-assemble frame of support beams and rack supports
> Small number of components
> Depending on the table top design, use of 2, 3 or 5 longitudinal support beams
> Innovative clamp for use in attaching the leg frames

> Maximum stability
> Fast and convenient assembly
> Economy and efficiency with regard to assembly and reconfiguration
> Bench easy to extend

Leg frames
> Die-cast aluminium A-leg 720-760 mm
> 4-leg frame (mitre-welded rectangular profile), height fixed 740 mm
> Gap between table top and 4-leg frame
> Set-back linking side tables

> Realisation of a very wide range of customer requirements
> High quality without visible welded seams
> Lightweight and elegant look
> Optimal leg room and continuous appearance of the lightweight table top

Desktop
> Bench as one-piece table top
> Bench as two-piece table top incl. multifunction groove and 
 round grommet
> Different depths: 1200, 1400, 1600 mm

> Customer and application-oriented solutions through a wide range  
 of configuration options
> Efficient use of space
> Simple planning

Electrical connection
> Fold-down cable tray
> Access through partial round grommets
> Cable fed in through brushes in the two-piece table top
> Optionally equipped with electrical connection flaps
> Optional leg frame with electrical connection panels

> Quick and easy cabling of workstations
> Optimal storage space for electrical connection
> Disorder due to cable infeeds or spare cables is prevented
> Convenient access across the entire width of the table
> Generous and visually clean vertical cable management

Desk adaptations
> Attachment of screen element, function bridge, monitor holder on  
 the multifunction groove
> Modesty panels, PC holders
> Screen sail, screen shell, screen magazine
> smart box easy and smart box power

> Quick attachment of functional and individual accessories
> Enhancement and individual equipment of the workstation
> High degree of positioning flexibility
> Personal shelf space as container substitute for central zones and  
 hot desking areas

get together table programme
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temptation four table programme

Characteristics

temptation four is the perfect synthesis of design, functionality 

and price/performance. The all-round frame is particularly 

expressive. The construction supports the functionality of  

the system, and means that thinner worktop materials can be 

used. With the extensive range of single tables, team tables, 

communications-enhancing bench configurations and 

conference tables, complete office landscapes are easy to 

create.
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Specification Benefits

Frame
> All-round frame using functional profiles with low height
> Thin table top bolted with frame (exception: sliding top)
> Form- and force-fitting connection of legs with fibreglass-reinforced 
 plastic joints in the frame

> Maximum stability even under heavy loads
> Compliance with European standard EN527-1
> Cross section of the function profile supports the lightness of the design
> Easy assembly and dismantling

Leg versions:
> Square tube: height fixed 740 mm, adjustable via spindle, 680-760 mm, 
 equipped with castors, telescopic height adjustment from 620 to 850 mm
> Round tube: height fixed 740 mm, telescopically adjustable from 650  
 to 850 mm
> Connection to terri tory for single tables and benches

> Realisation of different customer requirements
> Adjustment range guarantees an optimal working height (compliance  
 with EN527-1)
> High flexibility/mobility
> temptation four in connection with terri tory: workstation screening in  
 different stages and personal storage space

Desktop
> Broad offer of table top shapes for workstation and conference tables;  
 team table; bench configurations; linear and angled top contours;  
 basic, linked and add-on elements; finishes in melamine or real wood  
 veneer (19 mm)

> Equipment for office, seminar, meeting and team workspaces – the ideal  
 table for every purpose
> Transparent design with thin table tops

Electrical connection
> Cable channel folds down forwards and backwards
> Version with sliding top
> Cable chain for vertical cable management
> Round grommet for desks
> Connection box for team table, double round grommet for double bench

> Quick and easy cabling of workstations
> Optimal storage space for electrical connection
>  Disorder due to cable infeed or spare cables is prevented
> User access to the electrical connection

Desk adaptations
> 3rd level adapter for function bridge, screen element, monitor holder  
 and lighting
> PC/printer shelf for flexible attachment to the all-round frame
> Modesty panels made of Plexiglass or melamine

> Individual fitting of the workstation
> Fast and easy assembly
> Highly stable attachment of accessories to the frame
> High degree of positioning flexibility
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temptation c / temptation ci table programme

Characteristics

With different height adjustment options and a large 

number of electrical connection options, the table 

programme temptation c offers ergonomic solutions for 

every application as desks or meeting tables. The clear 

design line provides a visually uniform combination of 

technically different variants. temptation ci offers wireless 

charging by induction and/or via an inset plug. The 

conference tables have thicker and specially shaped tops 

that are particularly well-suited for the use of

media and video conferences.
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Specification Benefits

Frame
>  Desks with continuous central or double support beams with welded desk-

top supports, no additional crossbar
>  Conference tables with 2 system support beams in special cloverleaf shape, 

symmetrical arrangement to the table top

> Maximum stability even under heavy loads
> Easy assembly and disassembly for simple relocation
> Unlimited use of pedestals in terms of depth
> Centralised installation of integrated socket modules and media technology

Leg frames
> Fixed height: 740 mm (conference tables)
> Tool-less height adjustment: 620 - 850 mm
> Telescopic / crank-operated height adjustment: 620 - 850 mm
> Gas spring assisted height adjustment: 720 - 1180 mm
> Motorised with 2 adjustment ranges: 720 - 1200 and 
 temptation ci 650 - 1250 mm with integrated motorised drive

>  Standardised design facilitates continuous office landscapes
> Ergonomic solutions for any requirement or purpose
> Realisation of individual customer requirements
> Rapid, customised positioning to the optimal seated or standing height
  contributes to a frequent change of posture
> More slender appearance with enhanced sensor function

Desktop
>  Large range of table top shapes for desks and conference tables
> Desks with linear and angled tops in 19-mm thickness
>  Conference tables with 25-mm thick table tops

> Table configurations tailored to suit the area of activity
> Trapezoidal tables suitable for use with monitor caddy
> Clear view of presentation media for all meeting participants

Electrical connection
> Desks with fold-down cable tray, version with sliding top
> Optional electrical connection flap at the rear edge of the table
> Cable chain or cable management cover for vertical cable management
> Conference tables with freely positionable cable trays and socket module
 inserts: Netbox Turn – rotatable, 3- or 6-socket / Powerframe – 3-socket
> temptation ci: wireless charging in the table top

> Wide range of electrical connection options for individual requirements
> For e-flap: Access to the electrical connection across the entire width 
 of the table
> Optimum cable infeeds and storage of spare cables
> Future-proof, thanks to option of replacement of socket module inserts
> Centralised installation of integrated socket modules and media technology
> Cordless charging of smartphones possible at the workplace

Desk adaptations
> 3rd level adapter in three positions at any depth for attachment of  
 function bridge, screen element, monitor holder and lighting
> PC/printer shelf, laptop holder, modesty panels (Plexiglass or melamine)

> Variable depth facilitates positioning in double workstations with or  
 without a gap
> Fast and easy assembly / fully reversible
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Characteristics

temptation twin is the double workstation programme of  

the temptation family. It combines the communicative 

advantages of a bench with the benefits of an individually 

selectable desk height. Depending on the room or organi- 

sational structure, temptation twin can be used in highly 

variable ways: as a pure double workstation, as a bench  

that can extend to any length, or directly connected to a 

spine structure. A new electrical connection concept  

interlinks all workstations without any difficulty; even  

in large-format rooms without false floor.

temptation twin table programme
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Specification Benefits

Frame
> Continuous supporting frame of central support beam or double  
 support beam with welded desktop supports
> Force- and form-fitting connection of the leg frames
> Table top attachment on the supporting frame with clips

>  Supporting frames tailored to the desks provide utmost stability  
 under heavy loads
>  Easy assembly and dismantling aid transportation and reduce  
 removal expenses

Leg frames
> 3 height adjustment options with the same design: telescopic  
 (650-850 mm), crank-operated (650-850 mm) and motorised  
 height adjustment (650-1250 mm)
> Shared frame base for both table tops

> Uniform office environments through consistent modular design
> Quick, individual adjustment to the optimum seat or standing height
> Optimum legroom through elimination of foot supports

Desktop
> Linear desktops in 19 mm thickness
> Finishes in melamine or real wood veneer

> Lightweight design through thin desktops
> Versatile design options

Electrical connection
Basic electrical connection:
> Cable trays that fold down on both sides between the leg frames
> Electrical connection level same height as temptation storage
Personal electrical connection:
> Cable trays that fold down on both sides, version with sliding top
> Cable chain or leg frame modesty panel for vertical cable management

> Great flexibility in designing office layouts because independent of  
 permanently installed floor boxes
> Tidy table/storage unit look, even with electrical connection of  
 large-format rooms
> Wide range of electrical connection options for individual requirements
> Optimum cable infeeds and storage of spare cables

Desk adaptations
> Gap of 100 mm offers many opportunities for organisation
> 3rd level adapter for attachment of function bridge, screen element,  
 monitor holder and lighting
> Attachment options on leg frames for screen elements 
> PC/laptop holder, connecting elements for lamp integration

> Individual fitting of the workstation
> Fast, easy installation, fully reversible
> The fixed top edge of the screen elements form a uniform viewing level, 
 even with different table heights
> Connecting element guarantees safety distance
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temptation prime table programme

Characteristics

This 4-leg desking programme is the representative version in 

the temptation family. The special attraction can be found in 

the formal contrast between the delicate design of the frame 

and desktop, on the one hand, and the stele-like construction 

of the square leg shape on the other. The generous desktop 

formats and the team table make temptation prime ideally 

suited for use in configuring spacious offices. And its high-

quality, chrome-plated version makes the small differences – 

for example as an executive workplace.
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Specification Benefits

Frame
> All-round frame using functional profiles with low height
> Thin table top bolted with frame
> Form- and force-fitting connection of the leg elements and the frame 
 construction by means of braces

> Maximum stability even under heavy loads
> Compliance with future European standard EN527-1
>  Easy assembly and dismantling aid transportation and reduce removal 
 expenses

Foot
> Square steel leg elements with a generously designed cross section 
 of 70 x 70 mm and a fixed height of 740 mm
> Optionally available in high-quality chrome plating

> Striking proportion of the leg elements underscores the representative 
 design language
> Styling of the temptation family permits design of continuous office 
 environments

Desktop
> Linear desktops in 19 mm thickness
> Finishes in melamine or real wood veneer
> Generous top dimensions
> Team table

> The emphasis is more on the functional or the representative character, 
 depending on the finish chosen
> Realisation of different customer requirements

Electrical connection
> Cable channel folds down forwards and backwards
> Round grommets
> Cable chain for vertical cable management

> Quick and easy cabling of workstations
> Clean and tidy appearance
> Optimum cable infeeds and storage of spare cables

Desk adaptations
> 3rd level adapter for attachment of function bridge, screen element, 
 monitor holder and lighting
> PC/printer shelf for flexible attachment to the all-round frame
> Plexiglass modesty panel

> Individual fitting of the workstation
> Fast, easy installation, fully reversible
> Highly stable attachment of accessories to the frame
> High degree of positioning flexibility
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Characteristics

The sophisticated, dual-function table system. Once a pure 

high desk with an all-round foot rail for formal and informal 

meetings alike in a relaxed standing and/or sitting position. 

Or as a presentation location with a frame-construction media 

wall designed as a side element. The accompanying connec-

tion and integration elements present media technology 

without visible cable clutter. In a nutshell: both versions are 

good not only for well-being but also for brainstorming.

temptation high desk table programme
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Specification Benefits

Versions
> temptation high desk in standard version with a broad array of linear 
 table top shapes
> Linkable configurations
> temptation high desk with media wall for integration of a monitor  
 (1800 x 900 mm)
> Deep desk sizes and version with multifunction groove

> Versatile applications: in the central zone, in entrance areas, showrooms  
 and canteens, high bench and touchdown areas
> Furniture with simple interfaces for integration of individual media  
 technology
> Can be expanded at will to handle long configurations  
> Optimal features for the respective application

Frame/leg
> Functional frame construction consisting of all-round support beams
> Square steel leg elements
> Height 1050 mm
> Stainless steel foot rail

> Maximum stability even under heavy loads
> Meet and work comfortably at standing height
> Possibility of changing posture for greater well-being
> Maximum comfort

Specification
> Integration of table connector panels with individual configuration  
 of the inserts:
> 3-socket module ‘Powerframe’ for integration into the desktop 
 or media wall
> Folding 6-socket module ‘Coni’ with integrated brushes for high desk 
 with media wall
> Media wall in frame construction for concealed cable management
> Optional preparation for attaching a monitor
> Round grommets in the media wall for the electrical connection of 
 the monitor
> Cable trays, holders for mini-PC for attachment beneath the desktop

> Direct access to power and data (PC, network) 
> Realise a very wide variety of customer requirements with individual  
 configuration
> Cables guided onto the desk even if closed, thanks to the brush strip
> Reduction of set-up time for presentation technology to a minimum
> Clean and tidy appearance
> Optimal electrical connection
> Attachment of 3rd level accessories for touchdown areas
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invitation table programme

Characteristics

invitation is the system bench that specifically encourages 

communication and creativity, stimulates the exchanging of 

ideas, and gives the workplace a greater depth of emotion: 

the modular elements are not only used to create large table 

systems in single or double depth for single- or double-sided 

use, but also for representative single workplaces and 

meeting tables. In addition to the table, there are sideboards 

as a special finish variant of the grand slam storage unit 

programme, as well as a mobile pedestal in coordinated 

design.
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Specification Benefits

Frame
> System support beams in special cloverleaf shape
> Table top attachment on the supporting beam with clips
> Leg frames are clamped in place at the front with support beams
> Linking using linking bracket

>  Maximum stability even under high loads
>  Easy assembly and dismantling aid transportation and reduce  
 removal expenses
> Configurations can be extended and dismantled
> Fully reversible

Leg frames
> Die-cast aluminium leg
> Height adjustment via spindle from 720 – 760 mm

> Entire table configuration is height-adjustable
> Elegant and high-quality appearance

Desktop
> Workstation configurations for single- and double-sided use as well  
 as conference tables; basic and linkable desks, Returntable
> Bench in depths of 1290, 1690 and 1922 mm with organisable  
 multifunction groove 
> Finishes in melamine, real wood veneer or linoleum (conference)

>  Communication-boosting double bench types
> Conference systems can be extended at will
> Bench workstations with full workplace depth (exception 1290 mm)
> Desk for many applications (clerk to executive workplace)
> Optimal attachment of desktop accessories on the bench

Electrical connection
> Central cable channel on double bench, accessible from above and below,  
 cable infeed through brush strip over entire table width 
> Fold-down cable tray on single bench; holder for 3-socket module and  
 spare cables; cable chain for vertical cable management

> Quick and easy cabling of workstations
> Optimum cable infeeds and storage of spare cables
> Optimal access from above on the double bench for configuration  
 of the cable channel and infeed of cables

Desk adaptations
> Screen elements, monitor holders, modesty panels, PC holders are  
 clamped tightly into place with the system support beams
> Organisers coordinated with the system for double bench workstations  
 (only for 1922 mm depth)

> Fast and easy assembly
> Highly stable attachment of adapters to the desk
> High degree of positioning flexibility
>  PC holder may be suspended anywhere
> Fully reversible

 

invitation table programme
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Characteristics

With the extensive pedestal programme, Sedus offers 

sophisticated storage space systems that help optimise 

processes, thus making them more efficient. In addition  

to the variety of organisation options, desk-height  

pedestals also offer an enlargement of the work surface. 

Mobile pedestals with cushion top are storage space  

and stool in one.

Mobile and desk-height pedestals
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Carcass design
> Top
> Grooved finished back panel 
> Design fronts in line optics as well as fronts in melamine or veneer 
> Handles in high quality metal designs 
> invitation pedestal with self-supporting steel housing and hand rails  
 that also hold the removable seat cushion 
> Mobile pedestal with handleless melamine fronts

>  Maximum stability even under high loads
>  Optimal use as a desk extension / shelf space
>  Harmoniously designed back view
>  Individual design options
> High-quality materials and perfect quality guarantee durability  
 even in case of intensive use
>  Clean front view without D-handles

Interiors
> High quality steel drawers
> Removable pen trays
> Pull-outs with durable ball bearing guide
> Integrated cushioning

>  Heavy-duty drawers
>  Quick cleaning of the pen tray
> Ball bearing guides disruption- and maintenance-free throughout  
 the entire duration of use
>  Quietly buffered closing of the front onto the side

Accessories
> Numerous accessories, such as e.g. slanted form trays, partitions,  
 CD racks
> Cushion top with anti-slip surface

>  Optimum organisation of the workplace
>  Pedestals with cushion top are storage space and stool in one

Locking
> Central locking system with changeable cylinder
> Pull-out stop prevents two or more drawers from being pulled  
 out at the same time.

> Secure and easy-to-use lock
> Pull-out stop prevents injuries

Mobile and desk-height pedestals
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Characteristics

Mobile personal storage units serve both as multifunctional 

storage units and organisational units. With their height,  

the pedestals act as communication furniture and provide a 

standing workplace that makes offices more dynamic whilst 

also accommodating people’s ergonomic requirements at work. 

As media furniture, they rank among the indispensable helpers 

at conferences and meetings. Add-ons and versatile opening 

types permit customised equipment and design without 

abandoning the continuous design style. 

Mobile personal storage unit
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Carcass design
> Mobile personal storage unit with horizontal tambour door, folder  
 compartment, fold-up door, vertical tambour door
> With transport handle
> Customisation option with name plate
> Wide range of high-quality veneers and decorative wood effects

>  Maximum stability even under high loads
> Optimal use as standing workstation
> Support of non-territorial working
> High mobility
> Extensive portfolio for all applications
> Realisation of different customer requirements

Interiors
> Melamine shelves and high quality steel drawers
> Drawers with cushioning and automatic closing in 3 or 6 HU
> Pull-outs with durable ball bearing guide
> Organisation, presentations and catering

> Highly durable drawers and shelves
>  Ball bearing guides disruption- and maintenance-free throughout the 

entire duration of use
> Versatile feature options for every area

Model-specific add-ons
> Folding coat hooks
> 3-socket module with 3 m cable reel
> Chrome-plated handles
> Plastic folding handle with name plate and coat hook

> Workplace-based storage of garments
> Direct access to power supply for mobile devices
> Multifunctional handle with personalisation options

Locking
> Snap lock with vertical tambour door
> Pull-out stop prevents two or more drawers from being pulled out  
 at the same time.

> Safe and easy-to-use pedestal locking system
> Pull-out stop prevents injuries
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Characteristics

Sedus tall pedestals plus are much more than just storage 

space. Thanks to the discerning design and sophisticated 

interior, they are multifunctional items of furniture that can be 

used to create rooms. The tall pedestals plus can also be used  

to screen workstations. At the same time, they are also ideal 

communication points with additional shelf space, since the 

top of the inner carcass acts as a Returntable when extended.

Tall pedestal plus
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Tall pedestal with functional inner carcass
> Inner carcass with top
> Types 3 binder heights
> Table-high types and 1.5 binders high with add-on shelf
> Wide range of high-quality veneers and decorative wood effects
> Concealed full extension pull-out with cushioning and
  automatic closing

> Personal storage space within easy reach
> Optimum organisation of the workplace
> Use as a contact point and for short meetings standing
> Use as communication or storage space
> Screening for more privacy
> A wide variety of possible configurations
> Customised design
>  Maximum stability even under high loads

Interiors
> Shelves and high quality steel drawers
> Pull-out with filing frame
> Pull-outs with durable ball bearing guide
> Versions usable on one side and both sides
> Interior pull-out with top
> Optional compartment for valuables

> Highly durable drawers and shelves
>  Ball bearing guides disruption- and maintenance-free throughout the 

entire duration of use
> Versatile feature options for every area
>  Pull-out can be used as a Returntable or a meeting extension
> Safe stowage of valuables

Electrical connection
> Optional fitting of 3 binders high tall pedestal with Point socket module
> Through-bore for cable feed optionally available for pedestals with a  
 depth of 900 mm or more

> Telephone or tablet charging possible while locked
> Space-efficient electrical connection possible in the open space

Tall pedestal plus
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terri tory storage space programme

Characteristics

As the name suggests, terri tory permits the design of 

territories within a room. Because no matter whether the  

aim is to create entire office environments or individual 

workstations: thanks to modular design, the ease of planning 

and high flexibility, terri tory offers unlimited possibilities  

for partitioning while providing needed storage space at the 

same time. This way, you always have one eye on the future. 

With terri tory you always have the option of responding to 

changed requirements, rearranging your rooms or expanding 

them step by step.
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Modular system consisting of functional shelves and boxes
> Functional shelves with a 25-mm thickness in widths of 800, 1200,  
 1600, 2000 and 2400 mm
> Centrally placed, function rail usable on both sides for attachment  
 of boxes, accessories and support feet
> Boxes with a material thickness of 13 mm
> Innovative connection fitting for attachment of boxes
> Up to 4 levels possible

> Modular design for utmost creativity
> Depending on the arrangement, open compartments become  
 design elements
> Simple and elegant design through different material thicknesses
> Quick dismantling and conversion and thus adaptation to changing  
 circumstances
> Intuitive, simple assembly
> Configurations for communicative or concentrated work

Versions
> Boxes 400 and 800 mm wide
> Large number of opening types: shelf unit, box as element with  
 hanging-file frame, fold-up door element, drawer element
> slimboxes

> Alternating usages for the boxes
> A few components for diverse and individual solutions
> Multifunctional use as storage space, zoning or screen element directly  
 at the workstation

Specification
> Screen add-on elements, decorative screens on top
> Screen inserts, decorative screen inserts
> Cushion top
> Suspended drawer
> Magnetic back panel

> A versatile range of design options through individual combination  
 of elements, accessories and colours
> High degree of positioning flexibility
> Enhancement of the working environment through functional and  
 attractive accessories
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grand slam storage unit programme

Characteristics

An office can never have enough storage space. Yet grand slam 

is more than a miracle of tidiness with a highly variable and 

organised interior. Its enormously versatile appearance is  

a direct hit, too. Different sizes, shapes and add-on elements 

with a rich pallet of material finishes and shades make grand 

slam suitable for any furnishing style. An added functional 

asset: grand slam is optionally available with acoustically 

effective fronts and back panels.
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Carcass design with continuous top/bottom shelves in thicknesses  
 of 25 mm or 19 mm
> Sides are located between top and bottom shelves
> Wing doors cover the sides
> 10 mm thick grooved finished back panel matching the carcass design

>  Maximum stability ensures durability 
> Harmonious overall picture, thanks to tops that match tabletop thicknesses
> Top covers the sides and serves as end shelf
> Finished back panel allows positioning of the storage unit anywhere  
 in the room, contributes to carcass stability

Versions
> Large selection of different fronts for plinth and add-on units
> Add-on elements such as wardrobe element, communication element,  
 carcass frames, cushion tops
> Acoustically effective fronts and back panels

> Extensive range of individual types of storage space solutions 
> Variety of extension elements for significant additional value 
> Improved room acoustics through acoustically effective fronts  
 and back panels

Interiors
> Steel shelves (load 75 kg/m²), melamine coated wooden shelves;  
 interior pre-assembled at binder height
> Cushioned wing doors included as standard
> Lockable compartment for valuables, book support, pull-out shelves 
> Organisable functional panel for side of storage unit

> Drawers, steel and wooden shelves with maximum stability;  
 no assembly time for interiors
> Consistently quiet closing of wing doors and prevention of noise sources
> Melamine-coated shelves to match the carcass
>  Personalised organisation thanks to numerous accessories

Positioning
> Steel plinth (48 mm) with integrated height adjustment modules 
> Height adjustment is done from above through the bottom shelf 
> Alternatively height adjustment modules with height adjustment 
> For 1 and 2 binder high storage units optional skid made of steel

> Steel plinth for optimum protection against damage  
> Optimum weight distribution across the entire bottom shelf
> Quick, user-friendly alignment of the storage units
> Skid for cosy appearance

Colour schemes
> Sedus colour schemes – with a broad selection of melamines,  
 high-quality real wood veneers, lacquers and glass

> Differentiated customer approach
> Variety of extension elements allow additional design options  
 with colour highlights
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grand slam z storage unit programme

Characteristics

grand slam z brings that critical dimension into play which 

converts space into a room. The multi-functional cabinet and 

shelving modules can be used to create zones for very different 

work areas. Exactly in line with your requirements, with 

unrestricted scope for custom-designed office architecture. 

The bridge module, for example, is particularly versatile. It 

connects zones and workplaces and is just as suitable for 

stand-up meetings as it is for coffee breaks. Or the practical 

locker cabinets with locks, combination locks or easy-to-use 

RFID recognition. A letter drop is available as an option.
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> See grand slam 

Versions
> Sliding door cabinets which can be used from both sides
> Cabinets with lockable compartments which include visiting cards 
 and letter box slits in the lockable storage space; 
 also available with a combination lock as an option
> Zoning by a combination of tables, storage space and items which 
 can be seen through
> Bridge units with depths of 436/636 mm up to a maximum width 
 of 2,400 mm including foot rail

> Distinct front designs offer maximum customisation to the user for 
 designing an attractive workplace
> Customisation for the individual employee and a private environment are 
 preserved while at the same time facilitating organisational processes
> A way of defining and protecting space for the employee and setting 
 a boundary for the hallway
> Functionality and the ability to organise one‘s own workplace is facilitated 
 in open office layouts
> Zoning of extremely varied areas offers versatile possibilities in 
 open space landscapes both as a boundary and as facilities for standing
 and communication

Positioning
> See grand slam

Colour schemes
> See grand slam
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relations storage unit programme

Characteristics

Formally, the relations range of storage units offers the highest 

elegance. The combination of different materials, such as 

veneer, glass, lacquer or melamine, and the aluminium frame 

that surrounds the front is trend-setting in the design of 

modern office environments. The sliding door unit is equipped 

with a special guide mechanism that permits optimal use.
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Add-on carcass design, individual modules with a width of 800 mm  
 are connected together with connection screws
> Continuous top and bottom shelves
> Lowboards consisting of a carcass with drawer modules

>  Maximum stability even under high loads
> Easy assembly and dismantling of the modules aid transportation  
 and reduce removal expenses
> Top serves as end shelf
> Use as representative solitary furniture in direct proximity to the desk

Sliding door front
> Across the full width of the storage unit continuous aluminium profiles  
 to guide the sliding doors
> The entire front is encased passe-partout-like with aluminium profiles  
 on the sides
> Sliding doors open up the entire module width
> Use of a variety of materials for front design

>  Optimum, easy running of the sliding doors in the profile
>  Long-lasting, wear-resistant guides
> Storage unit is visually perceived as a continuous structural unit
>  Optimal use of filing systems and drawers
>  Individual design options

Back panel
> 10 mm thick grooved finished back panel matching the carcass design
> Back panel set back 1 mm from rear edge of carcass sides/shelves

> Maximum stability ensures durability
>  Finished back panel allows positioning of the storage unit  
 anywhere in the room

Interiors
> Black steel shelves (load 75 kg/m²) or melamine coated wooden  
 shelves (25 mm)
> Shelves pre-assembled at binder height
> Drawers with precision ball bearing guide

>  Drawers, steel and wooden shelves with maximum stability
>  Perfect organisation thanks to numerous accessories
> Decorative, melamine-coated shelves for individual colour scheme
> No assembly time for setup

Plinth
> Height adjustment modules, alternatively steel plinth (48 mm)  
 with integrated height adjustment modules
> Height adjustment is done from above through the bottom shelf

> Quick, user-friendly alignment of the storage units
> Height-adjustment modules support the elegant contours of the front
> Steel plinth for optimum protection against damage and optimum weight  
 distribution across the entire bottom shelf

relations storage unit programme
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temptation storage storage unit programme

Characteristics

Networks, distributes, stows, connects: temptation storage is 

a sophisticatedly versatile storage and functional module. 

temptation storage integrates and organises power and data 

lines. It divides the room into work/movement zones and 

organises the most important documents and office utensils 

within easy reach of the individual workstation. Finally,  

it offers a pleasant place to sit for communication among 

colleagues.
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Specification Benefits

Versions
> Storage unit modules accessible on one side and two sides with  
 a variety of opening types: sliding door unit, shelf unit, drawer module
> Bridge elements for continuation of cabling between two storage  
 unit modules

> Extensive range of types to meet a wide range of customer requirements
> Storage space elements support the structuring of office layouts as a  
 “backbone” in spine configurations or for zoning with bench workstations

Electrical connection level
> Height matches basic electrical connection of temptation twin
> Attachment of the easily removable cover panel using a  
 plug-in click-lock connection
> Electrical connection level with a usable height of 60 mm
> Aluminium profiles help ensure privacy and permit cable feeds  
 at each position
> Removable caps for cable management at the side

> Quick and easy cabling of the workstation configurations without  
 dependence on permanently installed floor boxes
> Plenty of room for basic electrical connection
> Clean and tidy appearance with high flexibility
> Concealed cable management possible across multiple modules

Specification
> Cover panel optionally equipped with an integrated 3-socket module
> Panel on inside for cable management from floor box into the electrical  
 connection level of the storage unit element
> Bridge element optionally fitted with adapter for lamp installation
> Optional integration of multifunction groove in the cover panel to  
 facilitate attachment of organisers
> Fitting with upholstered cushions
> Steel drawers with over-extension telescopic pull-out and cushioning  
 as standard

> Direct access to power and data (PC, network)
> Clean and tidy appearance through hidden routing
> Optimal integration of lighting at the workstation
> Wide range of accessories for individual organisation
> Workplace seating encourages communication
> Optimal access to drawers and cushioned closing of the front
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Characteristics

Communication and concentration are optimally reconciled 

with the se:wall acoustically effective partition wall and 

screen system. Its slender design merges harmoniously into 

the office landscape and its practical functionalities facilitate 

workplace organisation. The precise, rounded mountings lend 

a clear shape to each item and form a conscious contrast to 

the soft, seamless fabric-covered surfaces.

se:wall free-standing partition walls and screens
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Almost invisible circumferential frame with continuous function groove 
 for setting up at different solid angles
> Heights and widths in a range of parameters
> Consistent rounded design
> Intermediary units made from melamine or acrylic glass
> Screen units can be placed both on and behind the desk
> Linking by means of system connectors and interlocking profiles 

> Flexibility for installation and positioning
> Adapts to almost every workplace design as a result of simple system 
 connectors and variable final dimensions
> Timeless, smooth image creates an elegant appearance with maximum
  stability
> Integrated installation concept is facilitated
> Wide range of configuration options
> Completely reversible, rapidly installed

Fillings and acoustic properties
> se:wall achieves excellent EN ISO 354 results
> Sound-absorbent core made from self-supporting polyester fleece
> Both sides covered with laminated fabric using piping technology
> Fabric colours and finishes match seating furniture

> Sound absorbent effect to improve office acoustics 
 (class A sound absorption)
> Can be customised by a range of different coverings
> Uniform and harmonious appearance with direct sound absorption 
 of background noise by the filling material

Organisation and accessories
> Organiser groove for holding monitor holders and accessories
> Function groove for holding storage trays, cables and add-on items, 
 made from felt or acrylic glass

> Stable attachment of the functional accessories to create maximum 
 usable space on the work surface
> User-specific/user-arranged enhancement through personal equipment 
 options
> Various degrees of screening create a private environment

Electrical connection
> Optional equipment with electricity supply column with integral 
 plug socket
> Plug socket and plug socket with magnetic board for securing the socket
 to the organisation profile to provide direct access at the work place

> Rapid and simple cabling of workplaces can be adapted to the user‘s needs
> Tablets and smartphones can be charged directly at the workplace
> Support for hot desking and smart working concepts
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Characteristics

Sedus free-standing screens and screen elements bring the 

desire for open office layouts in harmony with the need for 

confidentiality and protection from distractions. Acoustic and 

visual disruptions are reduced. With adaptable shelves and an 

integrated monitor holder, the free-standing screen promotes 

workstation organisation at the same time.

Free-standing screens
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> All-round aluminium frame with modular design
> Integrated horizontal organiser groove
> Free-standing screens with intelligent, vertical frame profile 
 for linkage in various room angles

>  Maximum stability even under high loads
> Quick and stable attachment of accessories
> Maximum positioning flexibility

Infills
> Fabric-covered infills
> Fabric-covered infills as tested acoustically effective version
> Clear Perspex glass infill
> Fabric colours coordinated with seating cover fabrics

> Infills offer screen elements for concentrated work
> Infills interrupt direct sound at the workplace
> Optimisation of room acoustics through reduction in the period  
 of reverberation
> Combination of visual privacy protection, light transmission and  
 the interruption of direct sound
> Harmonious overall appearance thanks to coordinated fabrics

Organisation
> Functions groove in the upper frame profile to hold accessories
> Organiser rail optionally available with three functions grooves 
 for two-piece screen elements for the installation of monitor holders 
 and accessories

> Optimum support of work flows by accessories
> Eliminating monitor legs and creating a larger shelf space in  
 the organiser rail provides maximum free space on the desktop

Positioning and attachment
> Screen elements positioned with foot supports and trumpet feet,  
 or attached to storage units or walls
> Attachment of screen elements at heights of 350 and 500 mm to  
 Sedus table systems with freely sliding adapters on the table
> Screen elements 800 and 1000 mm high with height-adjustable  
 connection in conjunction with the temptation, temptation c and  
 attention Sedus desking programmes

> Extremely easy-to-assemble positioning of elements
> Free positioning of the walls in a room – quick realisation of temporary  
 rooms; quick repositioning of the elements
> High degree of flexibility for the positioning of screen elements
> Top edge of the free-standing screen forms a uniform level in the room, 
 regardless of the height setting of the desk.
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Characteristics

With Sedus easy screen, the name says it all. The screen 

elements are easy to integrate into any workstation. Whether  

a single desk or bench, easy screen elements can be mounted  

on or behind the desktop, and each is available in two heights. 

With its rounded corners and all-round piping in three  

colours, Sedus easy screen adapts itself perfectly to every  

Sedus desking programme.

easy screen screen elements
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Element from a three-layer chipboard with rounded corners
> With all-round piping

> Lightweight design
> Quickly provides privacy
> Breaks up direct sound

Covering
> Covered in fabric on both sides
> Fabric colours coordinated with seating cover fabrics

> High-quality Sedus fabric collection and attractive colour options offer  
 a wide variety of design possibilities

Organisation
> Optionally available with an organiser rail or magnetic strip
> The organiser rail has a functions groove on both sides

> Opportunities for cleanly organising workstations 
> Individual work organisation

Positioning and attachment
> Desk-mounted screen element 350 and 408 mm using system adapters
> Screen element mounted behind the desk 650 and 800 mm using adapters
> Matching adapters for all desking programmes
> Lateral connection with bench programmes

> Quick and easy attachment
> Fully reversible
> Realisation of different levels of screening
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Characteristics

The mooia product line is both an acoustic screen and a freely 

positionable image carrier. The soundproofing characteristics 

ensure pleasant room acoustics – good for a concentrated 

work environment. The other sides of mooia are represented 

by its interior-design possibilities. The frame around the 

sound-absorbing core has a freely printable textile covering 

on both sides. The trick is to be found in the format variations 

and in the positioning and attachment possibilities. From 

ceiling sail to free-standing screen to large-scale wall picture, 

anything is possible.

mooia acoustic elements
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Used on walls, floors, ceilings
> Frame profile in high quality aluminium
> Connectors are used to attach the double-sided textile covering
> Optional sound-absorbing core made of melamine resin foam
> mooia sound (speaker unit) optionally available for mooia wall,  
 integration with AirPort Express behind the wall picture

> Creative freedom, decorative elements and sound-absorbing effects
> Flexibility in use: mooia base (partition) can be used later,  
 for example as mooia wall (wall picture)
> High level of flexibility thanks to the tool-less replacement  
 of the textile covering
> Investment certainty thanks to the adaptability and changeability  
 of the system solution
> Optimisation of room acoustics through reduction in the period  
 of reverberation
> Decorative integration of speakers to play individual music over  
 wireless networks

Covering
> Digital high-end print of a host of motifs from image libraries
> Plain fabrics in different colour versions
> Individual prints, e.g. with logos or motifs

> Design freedom for the realisation of personal design ideas
> Use as advertising surface, image promoter, guide system
> Visualisation of corporate design

Positioning and attachment
> Connection technology and positioning using all-round groove
> Positioning of mooia base with leg elements and height adjusters;  
 combination of elements using connectors
> Wall attachment set for mooia wall
> Assembly set with cables to hang mooia acoustic air from the ceiling
> mooia cube as stand-alone column can be set up anywhere in the room

> Extremely easy-to-assemble positioning and connection
> Acoustic and optical partitioning
> Adaptation to new circumstances, thanks to flexible system  
 for installation and linkage
> mooia cube is particularly suited for absorption of low frequencies  
 in corners of the room

Acoustics
> Outstanding results for mooia acoustic in accordance with DIN EN ISO 354  
> mooia acoustic wall achieves sound absorption class A

> Increased well-being and more efficient work performance through  
 improved room acoustics
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Characteristics

acoustic mood wall has excellent acoustic properties for 

professional sound absorption. Whether on the wall or 

floating free in the room: the individual elements of the 

acoustic mood wall offer numerous opportunities for 

customised design. With a wide selection of colours and 

formats, the acoustic mood wall can be adapted to existing 

colour concepts or set accents of its own while optimising 

room acoustics at the same time. 

acoustic mood wall acoustic elements
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Wooden folding cassette with sound-absorbing core of embedded  
 hemp and wool layer
> Surrounded by a fabric covering
> Multiple design options and formats
> Two depths

> Sound absorption using organic materials
> Made from sustainable production and 100% ecological
> Creates a homely atmosphere
> Offers design freedom
> Permits simple relief design

Acoustics
> Excellent results for sound absorption in accordance with EN ISO 354 > Wall design element with excellent acoustic properties  

 for professional sound absorption (sound absorption class A)

Covering
> Two fabrics consisting of wool or a wool/hemp blend
> Large selection of colours

> Organically produced fabrics
> Wool frees the air of pollutants, is negatively ionised and  
 therefore does not attract fine dust

Design options
> Six design options to choose from
> Up to three colours possible per element

> Allows a wide scope for individual design and gives every office  
 a modern and yet homely work environment
> Clear and harmonious arrangement of colours according to the principle  
 of the golden ratio

Attachment
> Included rails for wall mounting
> Optionally available frame elements incl. assembly set for vertical  
 ceiling suspension anywhere in the room

> Easy assembly
> Elements can be attached horizontally and vertically
> Use as suspended screen element
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Characteristics

Whether in the company foyer or the showroom, in offices 

with customer contact or as a counter in a surgery or law firm, 

the Sedus reception desk welcomes visitors and represents 

corporate culture. It is an attractive reception solution and  

a functional workstation all rolled into one. The intelligent 

modular system and versatile equipment and design options 

offer individual solutions for every area of application.  

The Sedus reception desk always shows a face of its own.

Reception units
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Specification Benefits

Construction
> Counters in many sizes: 1600, 1800, 2400, 3200 and 4000 mm
> Front panels with a height of 1085 mm in different contours: straight, 
 arch, boat, high to low (1085-935 mm)
> Front and side panels in pure white or graphite black made of 50 mm  
 lightweight building board
> Intermediate profile and plinth made of anodised aluminium
> 800 mm (optional 1650 mm) wide and 935 mm high side panels; angled
 counters with add-on table top always with long side panel and end panel

> Intelligent modular system for a variety of customer requirements and  
 applications
> High degree of customisation through different contours and a variety  
 of add-on elements
> High-quality materials and appearance
> Side panels for different levels of screening

Add-on elements
> 19-mm thick countertops in melamine or real wood veneer across the 
 entire width of the front panels
> Add-ons in metal and MDF in a variety of shapes and colours,  
 soft-touch lacquer in leather look for add-ons in metal
> Tool-less attachment of add-ons
> Optional LED light set with foot switch

> Wide array of fitting options, depending on requirements and budget
> Differentiated customer approach through a broad selection of colours
> Durable finishes and pleasant touch
> High degree of flexibility for the positioning of add-ons
> Accentuating light

Workstation
> Table tops 800 mm deep in a thickness of 25 mm, in assembly adjustable  
 to height of 720, 740 or 760 mm
> Finishes in melamine and real wood veneer
> Optional fitting of front panels with function rails
> Electrical connection via cable trays, cable chains and round grommets
> Integrated socket modules with selectable inserts

> Representative reception and functional workspace in one
> Wide range of accessories for individual organisation
> Clean and tidy appearance through optimal cable infeed and storage  
 of spare cables
> Socket modules within easy reach of the user
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